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The Moral I mperative

James Thomas Snyder

During the past 50 years, international jurisprudence has reinterpreted genocide
by shaping it into a serious crime in its own right. This may seem odd since
genocide was the de� ning attribute of the last major European war, and since it
has been addressed by an international agreement that greatly expanded the
intervention powers over state sovereignty, but what was a subset of crimes
against humanity during the Nuremberg trials has evolved into that which
“constitutes the crime of crimes.” This was the judgment of the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda in the trial of Jean Kambanda only three years
ago.

The United Nations created the Rwanda Tribunal to ful� ll international
obligations under the Genocide Convention, agreed to in 1951. The

Accord’s � rst article reads: “The Contracting Parties con� rm that genocide,
whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under
international law that they undertake to prevent and to punish.” Everyone agrees
that the perpetrators of a crime of crimes should be punished. There is less
agreement on what “undertake to prevent” means.

On this point, international jurists and political theorists have committed a
gross omission of moral imagination by failing to read the plain meaning of the
Genocide Convention’s duty to prevent ethnic extermination. This startlingly
pervasive failure has had very real consequences. Only after genocide was
perpetrated in Rwanda did international legal and political opinion tilt toward
the black and white: nations have an imperative moral and legal duty to
intervene to arrest this crime. Both normative political and international legal
theory, upholding sacred state sovereignty, failed to acknowledge both the moral
and legal imperative of intervention to block genocide, with especially terrible
consequences in Africa.

It is a baf� ing omission. Political theorists hue hard to the ancient sovereignty,
which is the right of nations to govern themselves. Jurists likewise see sovereignty
as the bulwark against international anarchy. Some jurists and political theorists
have cut holes in this high wall, acknowledging that sovereignty meant little if it
allows a state to butcher or oppress its people. This moral concession has led to
normative theory granting the legitimacy and legality of intervention for
aggression and humanitarian reasons. Yet even here theorists and jurists failed to
read the Genocide Convention and to devise a theory that not simply permitted
intervention but made it imperative.
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Let me begin with Michael Walzer, whose canonical Just and Unjust Wars is a
tour de force of normative theory. Walzer’s intervention argument is not

complex, but placed in its historical context it has great implications. He begins
by discussing the state’s holy sovereignty, arguing that nations have a moral right
to exist as separate units free of foreign interference—that is, the principle of
non-intervention. This, of course, is the Westphalian state system’s very foun-
dation, and the bar posed by sovereignty to intervention is indeed high.
Nevertheless, Walzer argues that states may intervene militarily for reasons of
national domestic violence, beyond the strictly international violence that violates
state boundaries. The argument for humanitarian intervention goes far beyond
the traditional con� nes of justi� cation against international violence or ag-
gression.

In Walzer’s argument, intervention is justi� ed for only three reasons: gross
violations of human rights, such as genocide or crimes against humanity;
intervention on behalf of legitimate national liberation movements; or counter-
intervention in the case of unjust intervention by another foreign power. In the
case of gross abuses of human rights, which is what concerns us here, he suggests
that a state’s territorial sovereignty and governmental legitimacy may be essen-
tially forfeited by the state’s tyrannical actions, thus in theory destroying the high
wall erected against state interference in domestic affairs. But breaching this
barrier for any reason troubles him and his three criteria maintain a high bar for
just interventions.

Walzer’s arguments are mostly intuitive, based on contemporaneous observa-
tions of people in war. It is a reason-based approach that focuses on the
profoundly human and moral reaction to the conditions of war: which wars are
right, which methods are right, and which are wrong. Besides his intuitive
reasons, Walzer’s argument is informed by international law. He refers to
international law as the “legalist paradigm,” clearly because he believes—as
many people do—that law is often a poor substitute for justice.

Walzer has spawned his critics, especially for the kind of intervention argued
here. He has expanded the range of situations where intervention is acceptable,
but for many political theorists this is not enough and for others it is too much.
Among the latter are Jerome Slater and Terry Dardin, who argue that Walzer’s
list for justi� able intervention is too broad. They narrow the range of opportuni-
ties for foreign interference by proposing a series of restrictions.

Charles Beitz, in contrast, considers Walzer’s argument too restrictive. He is
troubled by its failure to address the way repressive states treat their citizens, and
recommends non-military “reform intervention” for actions that rank below the
three main abuses Walzer lists to justify foreign intervention. Similarly, David
Luban would have Walzer shift his focus from sovereignty as the basis for
non-intervention to a theory of legitimacy based on human rights. Gerard
Doppelt follows the same argument, summing up how Walzer clings to the
“legalist paradigm” that enshrines sovereignty as the lone principle against
intervention:

[A] state may be extremely tyrannical and unfree even though it does not exhibit any
of … the three exceptional conditions (it is not engaged in the massacre or forced
resettlement of its people or the forceful prevention of a secession). On Walzer’s legalist
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paradigm, such a state, regardless of how tyrannical and unfree it may be, possesses the
indefeasible rights of political sovereignty; and in such cases foreign military intervention
(even if in intent or consequence it were to help establish liberal or democratic
institutions) is always morally wrong.

Walzer admits that the one iron-clad rule he has transgressed, the principle of
sovereignty, is morally empty: non-intervention in the face of gross human rights
abuses tries our patience with this principle. But he also worries that the practical
application of his modi� ed rule to the old one will become a slippery slope of
sorts. “The absolute rule [against interventions] will also be ignored,” he notes,
“and we will then have no standards by which to judge what happens next.” In
other words, an absolute rule for sovereignty inhibits our understanding of the
true moral underpinnings of an intervention. The same thing could be said for
an absolute rule for intervention in the case of gross crimes, but it still would not
detract from the immorality of inaction. Slippery slopes can incline in both
directions.

Even though Walzer’s critics believe he provides too little space for moral
action in international intervention, they are each and all too weak to

provide a strong, cohesive normative moral theory for intervention. Their
arguments expand the normative universe for acceptable, or “permissible”
con� ict (for example, intervention and preemption), but their arguments riddle
normative theory—what “should” be done—with enough caveats to collapse into
what merely “may” be done. In the context of intervention to arrest the crime
of crimes, this is a terrible de� ciency with a real effect.

A few theorists have discussed the notion of moral duty of action in inter-
national affairs but they have uniquely failed to embrace the concept. Gerard
Elfstrom acknowledges the moral duty of humanitarian intervention, but he is
decidedly ambivalent about its practical application because of the complexity of
international con� icts. Elfstrom cites the story of the Good Samaritan but
interprets it differently from its common understanding: the best action in a crisis
is wholly contingent on the situation, the result being an ethical calculus rather
than a moral imperative. This is a terrible equivocation of the fable. Slater and
Nardin address the possibility that intervention may be obligatory, but then
dismiss it by arguing that armed intervention is not acceptable even for human
rights violations. They follow lockstep behind Walzer and his deference to
territorial sovereignty.

Drew Christiansen and Gerard F. Powers are similarly ambivalent about the
moral duty for intervention. Despite the title of their argument (“The Duty to
Intervene”), they fall short of calling for it. One example, evoking the Good
Samaritan fable: “If ought implies can, so also can implies ought. The irresolute
rescuers’ sins of omission have become a vexing moral problem of humanitarian
intervention.” But Christiansen and Powers do not see an imperative in the
ought–can parallax, only a vexing moral problem. The authors also seem to
confuse justi� cation with duty. The result is morally unsatisfactory if not
cowardly.

The theorists summarized here fail to recognize a moral duty to intervene
even in the extreme case of genocide, deferring excessively to sovereignty and the
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prudence of decision-makers. We intuitively require an absolute minimum of
required action to guard against Walzer’s slippery slope of permissive action,
amoral calculation, arbitrariness, and clashing principles. We demand a � oor of
required conduct.

The resulting hard question of necessity of action is an ironic outcome since
these theorists attempt to expand the moral universe beyond merely “legal”
restrictions. Walzer labels this catch-all of international law a “legalist
paradigm,” with the intent to expand beyond its limitations. What we will � nd
is that international law, in the form of the Genocide Convention, goes beyond
where the theorists fear to tread: imposing an imperative of intervention to
prevent this crime.

International law requires states to commit certain acts. They must live up to
their international agreements, they must protect the rights of aliens, and so

on. If they do not, legally sanctioned consequences may follow. In short,
international law imposes a duty, a mandate of explicit positive behavior.

Such imperative behavior does have its limits. Most of domestic law imposes
a “reasonability” requirement on behavior. A doctor is required to exercise
professional care, but within reason: she need not venture onto a speeding
thoroughfare to save the life of an accident victim, though such a heroic act is
within her discretion. This can be seen as Walzer’s “prudence,” or discretion in
intervention. Nevertheless, there is an imperative baseline. The doctor, unim-
peded in any way, may not let a patient die for lack of attention. Such negligence
is, we all believe, morally unacceptable. The doctor has a duty to save lives
precisely because she is able to do so, which is the Good Samaritan’s real lesson.

Under the argument of legal obligation, what do we make of the Convention
for the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide? In the treaty,
international law has apparently discovered one crime so thoroughly heinous
that it requires the protocol’s signatories to take preemptive action to prevent a
state act in violation of territorial sovereignty.

While the term “prevent” and the binding language of “undertake” appear
simple, international jurists admit confusion about what exactly nations are
bound to under the treaty. A statute is only so useful as it has been interpreted,
and no court has yet presided over this part of the convention. Without
guidance, most jurists are left to puzzle over the meaning. Some legal writers
note that the convention focuses more on punishment, making “two perfunctory
references to prevention” while not de� ning the term. Most people timidly
acknowledge that genocide certainly “permits” outside interveners, and grants
power to the United Nations to authorize intervention.

Meanwhile, a few others simply and compellingly assert the “plain meaning”
of the convention: the treaty says states are contracted to prevent genocide, and
so they must. Perhaps dispositively, no observer denies the plain meaning of
“prevent,” which means preemptive action, and none of the signatories asserted
their right of reservation to Article 1.

Nearly all the political theorists cited earlier fail to address speci� cally the
convention’s obligation. Walzer notes, “Any state capable of stopping [a]
slaughter has a right, at least, to try to do so. The legalist paradigm indeed rules
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out such efforts, but that only suggests that the paradigm, unrevised, cannot
account for the moral realities of military intervention.” A survey of legal
literature likewise shows very little discussion of states’ obligation to arrest
genocide under the convention, with most jurists (similar to the aforementioned
theorists) showing their moral skittishness, and most more concerned with state
sovereignty than mass murder.

The convention’s fault is the great dif� culty of international law, which is the
regular inability to enforce itself without a repressive state structure analogous in
domestic law. Moreover, the duty is confused by the convention’s language,
which binds signatories to prevent and punish genocide but also asks states to
request help from the United Nations to quell those crimes. This ignores cases,
such as in Germany, Cambodia and Rwanda, where genocide was state policy.

But as we shall soon see, the subsequent examination of state actions in
Rwanda strongly asserts the moral and legal obligation of intervention against
genocide, which theorists and jurists alike ignored. The following argument
illustrates two serious consequences of this omission. First, the theory and the law
fail to articulate a duty to intervene for genocide, thus providing the groundwork
for international inaction in Rwanda. Second, the resulting examination of that
inaction supports my argument: theorists and jurists alike were wrong; that the
moral and legal duty to intervene exists.

That brings us to Rwanda. In fairness, the events in Rwanda in 1994 are a
historical example that Walzer, his critics and jurists probably could not

have anticipated. One observer noted the troubling inability of imagining the
scale of death even after personally witnessing its results. The slaughter of up to
a million members of the Tutsi ethnic group took place in three short months,
the bulk of the killings occurring in April 1994. Using mostly crude weapons
such as machetes, the mass murder achieved a greater ef� ciency than the
German death industry that incinerated six million Jews.

This is our case study for the moral imperative. Its example de� es lax
normative theory and legal acquiescence to sovereignty and permissive discre-
tion. It enlarges the theory of just war, and reestablishes an international legal
as well as moral duty to prevent the crime. It also bears out the question of state
responsibility and the duty of the international community.

To borrow a phrase from Walzer, the Rwanda tragedy bears no repeating, but
here is the general outline. The government army began to train and arm
civilian Hutu militias known as interahamwe in 1990. Massacres of Tutsis occurred
from time to time. In 1992, Hutu activist Leon Mugusera exhorted Hutus to
send Tutsis “back to Ethiopia”—via the rivers. In 1993, the U.N. deployed 2,500
soldiers to monitor a peace accord between the Hutu government and the Tutsi
rebel army. President Habyarimina stalled on setting up a power-sharing
government while militia training intensi� ed. In 1993 and 1994, an extremist
radio station began broadcasting appeals to murder Tutsis, while human rights
groups warned of an impending catastrophe. Human rights workers soon
evacuated their families.

In January 1994, the Canadian head of UNAMIR sent a now-infamous cable
to U.N. headquarters, reporting that an informant warned him about imminent
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mass murder. Then, in the aftermath of President Habyarimana’s April 6
assassination, the systematic killings began. The UNAMIR force did not inter-
vene, an act that would have violated its mandate. As one writer noted,

On April 11, 1994, the UNAMIR commander, Major General Dallaire, declared that
with just � ve thousand well-equipped soldiers and a free hand to � ght Hutu Power, he
could bring the genocide to a rapid halt. No military analyst whom I’ve heard of has ever
questioned his judgment, and a great many have con� rmed it.

Belgian and French forces arrived only to evacuate their citizens. Belgium,
following a massacre of its troops guarding the Prime Minister, withdrew from
UNAMIR. Soon thereafter, the U.N. Security Council cut UNAMIR from
2,500 to 250 troops. While condemning the massacres, U.N. and U.S. of� cials
neglected to use the term “genocide” to describe them, which they knew would
trigger the obligations under the Genocide Convention. When the French � nally
intervened, they set up safe areas that harbored Hutu refugees who likely
committed the crimes, protecting them from a victorious Tutsi rebel army push
into the capital, Kigali. Had the disciplined rebels not achieved victory in
Rwanda, it is unlikely there would be any justice (that is, punishment) at all for
the genocidaires.

To borrow the terms of legal obligation, the slaughter was reasonably
foreseeable before it happened. It was passively observed while it occurred.

The observers knew what was occurring and the means to arrest it, but failed to
do so. Worse, the sponsoring states even complicated or overtly obstructed the
means to intervene.

All of this, according to the theorists and bulk of jurists cited here, is morally
acceptable. It is the “right” of states to intervene, and their discretion not to do
so. This is the terrible equivocation of the Good Samaritan story, and it is where
the theoretical argument fails: if there is a right but no duty, why do we feel,
“intuit,” that the failure to intervene was morally repugnant? Mere rights do not
satisfy us. The crime and its scale were just too horrible not to stop.

Not all the governments involved came to the same conclusion that the failure
to intervene in Rwanda was grossly immoral, but it is quite dispositive that this
international failure was so great that interested governments felt the need to
address their role and then absolve themselves. The need to address the question
proves incontrovertibly that the moral and legal duty of intervention exists.

For example, the French National Assembly exonerated the French govern-
ment for any complicity in the genocide, laying blame for the failure to intervene
on the United States and United Nations. The Belgian parliament recently
exonerated its government for abandoning Rwanda as the killing began. If it was
not the fault of the French or the Belgians, their self-exoneration nonetheless
strongly implies blame should lay with someone.

U.N. Secretary General Ko� Annan and then-President Bill Clinton vowed
increased vigilance and future action, implying their prior diligence was lacking.
Clinton’s intervention in Kosovo undoubtedly stemmed from his prior failure in
Rwanda. Former U.N. Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali also apologized
for failing to stop the genocide. Even despite the international outcry, these
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remarks constitute a fascinating turn of events. Policymakers have adopted an
explicitly moral tenor that extends “beyond” the legal duty imposed by the
Genocide Convention: they acknowledge the international community’s moral
and legal culpability, and its failure to arrest the deliberate mass murder of a
discrete ethnic group.

As noted earlier, the United Nations did eventually establish an international
criminal court to try war crimes in Rwanda and Bosnia in ful� llment of member
states’ obligation to punish genocide and other crimes against humanity, but
the recognition that what occurred in Rwanda was so heinous that it could
not be ignored and should not have been allowed is testament to the conven-
tion’s power. Again, this is where the theorists and many jurists failed. They
supported the discretion against intervention, even less a duty to intervene, and
yet the result was grotesquely immoral and fundamentally unjust. The terrible
consequences of their omission are plain to see, proving also that they were
wrong.
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